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This collection spans the years 1978 to 2014, many of the poems from a chapbook of 
the same name, Time and Tide, published in 1983 in Boulder, Colorado, through a 
special arrangement with Blue Mountain Arts.  

I have collected some of those early works and placed them with more current work, 
not for comparison, but to exhibit the full breadth of  work, and to be able to 
continually expand on it.  Where books made of pulp and paper fade, crumble, and 
eventually return to the earth from whence they came, this electronic version may 
last awhile longer.  

Poetry was my first love, and remains a language that speaks directly to my heart 
through the cracked and damaged vessel of my soul.  I began writing poems in 
seventh grade, and kept them well-hidden, for I felt they were a weakness, that my 
masculinity would be challenged and I would be forced, as on page 10, in a poem 
called The City, to armor myself against certain attack.  Yet poetry remains my secret 
lover, whom I turn to whenever I am in need of deeper expression. There’s a 
significant language in poetry that is not easily captured by the linear human brain; a 
language that only the heart understands, and which its abstract nature of imagery is 
perfect if one doesn’t try too hard to intellectualize it.  I consider singer-songwriters 
to be the poets of the 21st century, for if you take the time to listen – not with the 
mind, but with the heart – the poetry will speak to you and you will, if only for a while 
– transcend your human body and float through the cosmos, void and without form.  

I attempt to infuse poetic language into my fiction and essays to an extent.  Those 
stories would perhaps be unreadable in poetic form, but perhaps not.  The way in 
which words, strung together into sentences, float from the page with a soul of their 
own if the writer, or as I like to call them, mediums of language, is paying attention, 
becomes the voice of the universe.  
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I agree with Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, when 

he wrote: 

“I have a firm conviction that we are made for goodness out of  goodness. But how do we achieve 

goodness when it becomes buried under our faults and failures?

We all have choices. We can live a life of  significance or move on from this world without having 

achieved our full potential. We are created to be so much more than we realise. Through our 

choices we can let the lure of  things that are not wholesome turn us away from the goodness 

within us, or we can make the choice to act on our deep-rooted knowledge of  that which is good.”

Perhaps I’ve set goals that are far too lofty for mere humans to achieve.  On the other 

hand, by setting the bar too low, we not only fail to challenge ourselves to do better, 

but we become lazy and complacent, traits that do not lend themselves to poetry, or 

writing of  any kind.  

Thank you for reading Time and Tide.  I hope that you find something that truly sings 

to you in ways that nothing else ever has.  

Christian Marcus Lyons



Come on and 

lets go to

that place 

again

where time 

stops and

moments 

freeze...

To my beloved brother...a life 

fully lived, yet woefully short.

Christian Marcus Lyons
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Walk On Water

The first time
Rhythm pounced on her lithe form

A dancing cat
Sparks splashed an inner light

Through wild doe eyes
Auburn hair shone
A late autumn fire...

An acquaintance.

Uncanny humor disarms defenses
Childlike innocence

Tears down stone walls
Her unselfish self

A term of endearment...

A friend.

Mother
Child’s friend and confidant

Keeping lives orderly and warm
Gardner, of sorts

Friend of all things living
Timid beast’s protector

Ambassador
Business woman

Listener.

Rainbow heart that 
Clouds up in a flash
Whimsical dreamer
Castles on raindrops

Outgoing
Inward searching

Restless as a breeze

A savior. 

She never walked on water.

For Dorothy Bloom Hill – 1948-2001
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When we met, I smiled,

for I knew all

and could see for miles. I said,

“The universe is but a locked door.  

I own the key and the 

stars are my floor.”

I said, 

“I know of  great secrets,

I know of  past things,

I know of  the heavens, 

I know of  life’s being.”

I said, 

“I know of  green fields,

Of ocean depths blue, 

I am a genius, a remarkable IQ.”

He nodded his head, and said, 

“That may be true.”  His eyes grew 

sad and he said, “But I know 

me...do you know you?” 
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The flow of a river
and the sound of ducks.
The smell of fresh, clean air.
The sun shining, so bright.
There by the river with
ducks everywhere with
sun sparkling off the snowy ground

you by yourself

All you can hear is the 
water chuckling quietly to itself;
No one is there but

you by yourself

Off in a dreamworld
a dream that takes you 
so far off into your imagination.

You go back, thinking
of things that have happened and
suddenly 
you realize you’re standing
out in the freezing cold

so you turn around and head for home.

Wood cut by: D. A. Thelwell

You By Yourself
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Saw you on a deserted island
in my mind

where I’ve been staying of late

Your royal blue feathers 
reflect the steamy sun

turning them
green
yellow

blue

You landed softly on a branch
as I lay on the sand not far away.

I only knew you were there 
when the warmth of the sunlight

grew warmer still.
A tropical breeze nudged us, 

caressing,
whisking me momentarily

to a wheat field far from anywhere.

I stood before you
unafraid

connecting eyes.
I saw tiny pictures of me

in your black pools.

I smiled
They smiled.

In my deserted island mind
a driftwood thought
happened along and

I thought it was about love
before a sound assaulted the silence.

Glaring up at the silver-white bird, 
sun glinting from its metallic skin, 

deserted island faces
pressed under glass, 

I idly wondered what their lives were
before entering mine.

Then I realized they were
thinking of rescuing me 

from my island mind. 

I ran. 

Hid. 

And they flew away to their deserted island lives. 

Deserted Island
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The city beckons each night
a beacon of darkness 
to a world of passioncrimes
and games for simple minds

City is a hungry beast
with car-fume breath
and store-front stares
calling out to all who dare

Animal-whore
with stoplight jewelry
and powerline hair
eating jaded warriors 
who enter unaware.

I battle each darkfall
on the pavement arena
sojourning from a castle afar
with my armored heart
and tongue as my lance
on which I spear
quick-witted fighters
on mind-sharpened words

Each homecoming a victory
of a job well done.
My prize,
my trophy, 
the moon that I hang
in the window
to watch
as I sleep.
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WHAT IF MAMA

What if  mama never showed me

how to color inside the borders

and what if  teacher never teached me

to write it on the line?

Would I drive on roads

or walk on sidewalks?

Would see-through blue leak outta 

the sky and drip to the ground

forming lakes without shores?

Would fish swim above the water

and birds fly beneath the sea?

Would words march out of  my mouth

in sentences or would they

slide out in a meaningless jumble
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Dad finally left us

to cause a fuss in a different house

love a different wife

pound his fists on a different table

I thought

But when I went to their place one day

(though I really didn’t want to)

Dad rushed around

taking orders from

that cat-like lady.

And their son, 

newborn,

was the apple of  his eye. 
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MIRROR

see yourself

as you smile at me

at some unspoken wit

smile slides slowly from your face

into your lap

butter and a warm knife

words you cannot say

flash in your mouth

crystal blue ice

chips of  your soul

look at you look at him look at me

see yourself  see yourself

i show you what you thought

i couldn’t see

mimic your rage

as it flies

sparks from some night fire

twist

i turn

your profile mine

can’t look away

Narcissus i

‘til the spell breaks

i shatter

shards

pierce the heart 
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I sat down on a dead-end street
to watch the traffic

and noticed water in the gutter
coming from nowhere

going to nowhere
and then remembered 

that even nowhere
is somewhere

when you’re lost. 

A yellow leaf twirled by 
like a clenching hand

in the liquid dusk
and I wondered

how it ended up there
going nowhere

which is somewhere
and I thought of me

thinking of you
and how when I squeeze my eyes

real tight but not closed all the way
that man looks just like you

at least how I remember you
on the couch

bathed in blue light
from the tv

with that certain haloed look
you have

which tickles me inside
like bees feet

and squinting like that
made tears come
accidentally
and I remember how
I cry myself awake each night
after crying myself to sleep
and how talking to you on the phone
made me happy and sad
because I miss you
and I laugh at your words
and despair at my thoughts
and perhaps I did both
though now I don’t remember
and all these thoughts 
took only a moment
because the leaf is
still within reach 
and I see that 
I am reaching 
for my 
own reflection
and 
I 
stop.
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dust motes pirouette
in the stuffy room

as they pass gracefully
through the single ray

of sunlight.
gazing, drowsy

at how that one piece 
of summer warmth

snakes through a hole in the sky
through the tree outside

to the tiny hidey-hole
in the must drapery

to lay flatly
in uneven squares
on the faded floor.

through these hazy dream thoughts
of a torpid mind

the padded slip-shuffle
approaches

from beyond the doorway dim

woman
bent and aged

a vision
appears.

tree-root hands knotted 
in tattered apron lace

head turns on wattled pivot
spying summer

like an old newspaper
on the floor. 

woman
bent and aged

a vision
appears.

tree-root hands knotted 
in tattered apron lace

head turned on wattled pivot
spying summer

like an old newspaper
on the floor. 

slip
shuffle

stoop carefully
stiffly

picking up the sunlight
and placing it in her pocket.
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I used to wonder

at the deep blue sky

and shapeful clouds

that happened by 

like snow swans on the sea.

I used to search for the 

ULTIMATE TRUTH, 

the LIFE STORY.

I asked questions

to fulfill my insatiable search

for knowledge

and other people would

call me crazy

because I couldn’t accept the idea

that things happen for no reason

at all and that

life doesn’t mean anything.

I couldn’t see life

as a row of  hurdles 

I had to get over somehow

Just keep hacking away

to get through.

They live it out, day by day

because each day is there

and then 

when they run out of  days

they close their eyes 

and call themselves

dead. 
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The drive is pushing me up
over the top of the wall

so high
so far

I reach for the moon
ripping a velvet swatch

from the night
studded with rhinestone stars

I wrap it around
my naked form
as I fall to earth

in a blinding flash
white-blue-white.

The drive picks me up
dusts me off

and pushes me
on and on

till I scream
and my voice becomes

the whisper of the night
in the ear of the world,

caressing, cajoling.

My anguish
is a breath for lovers

who kiss beneath the torn sky
as they promise each other

the moon.

But I have it under my pillow. 
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Rain pounds outside dark glass
blackened diamonds on the grass

hear it dripping from the eaves
while a night train’s whistle

mourns and grieves

for those of us who’ve loved and fought
to keep the happiness we sought

whistle knows
why love lies lost

and darkness calculates the cost. 
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“How sad,” you say
of the woman in the park

stretched out in the shade of a tree
worldly belongings spread around her

a yard sale display

“How sad,” you say
as if the affairs of this woman’s existence

stretched the confines of your heart
as you drive by

in a new car
next to the man
you left me for.

“How sad,” I think
as I hear your words from last night,

lying in your bed,
a thousand miles from home,

worldly belongings lined against the wall

an emotional display

feeling like that woman now
with your selfish pity

lying with me,
a friend indeed.

So much I thought we’d do
never knowing the gift of speech

for you becomes
something artificial every time

you form a word.  

Your past is a ghost that
insists on haunting me.

So now I’ll take the pieces
of my Humpty-Dumpty heart

and cradle them in my torn and bleeding hands
careful not to drop them in your path.

Each step you take 
may cut you

but I’m the one 
who feels the pain.

How sad.
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Turning to catch your gaze
but your eyes

so blue
outfoxed mine

again

and already 
they’ve raced away

to look at something afar
in studious nonchalance

Thought churn
restless

without your presence near
to occupy them

as if you are a puzzle
and my thoughts

clumsy child fingers
struggling to put you together.

biding my time I watch the world
sometimes through a curtain

or a crack in the wall
welcoming each life as it passes through mine

knowing soon I’ll be alone again
as we go our ways

live our lives

one nation, under god, indivisible

I go back to watching the world
biding my time

peeking through cracks
watching for you.
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ICARUS ASCENDING

My lover is the sunrise.

I kneel at her feet
with deepest reverence,

and the void is filled with fire.

My dream is to fly,
Icarus ascending,

though I have not tried,
No, I have not tried.

I keep my distance,
float among shadows,

the seeker scorned,
the lover burned.

It’s the same as every story,
but we read along in case

something different happens 
this time. 22

Down here

It’s a long wait for wings to flower.

I’m slow to accept

that my planets must align just so. 

I get those glimpses, so deep and terrible, 

moments when I can sense some kind of plan

unfolding, and pinion feathers of desire

drift demurely to earth.  

These bleeding hands

harvest the fragments of this dream, 

this bright and shining dream. 
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